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October 8th, 2017 Categories About This Event Wicked Bee
Barbados, September 25th, 2017 - Barim The wicked bee is a term

used by some African people to refer to themselves or their
kinsfolk. The principle of Barim works on the concept of be-ing

and non be-ing. We choose to be and we choose to non-be. Over
the summer, Brooklyn-born photographer, Maya Dawn Gabriel,

boarded the wicked Bee, a private yacht sailing from Suriname to
Barbados on a 90-day voyage. While living on board, Maya

witnessed and photographed the crew and their eccentricities
while experiencing the Caribbean lifestyle, gaining a deeper
understanding of its culture, mindset and people. The self-

portraits that Maya created over her time aboard the wicked Bee
are intimate, candid, and an exploration of what she learned
about life. Stripped of her clothing, Maya was vulnerable. Her

desire to move was her own. Her mind and soul was in the
moment. Nothing could stop her. She was one with the rhythm of

the sea and the color of the sky. Being ‘one with the moment,’
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created an intense creative expression as Maya observed life and
people in the Caribbean and shared her experience with the
world. The term, ‘wicked’ can be used to describe anyone,

anywhere with who goes 6d1f23a050
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